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Abstract

We exhibit a coordinate�based language� called PFOL� which
is sound for the linear queries computable in �rst�order logic
over the reals and extends the latter�s restriction to linear
arithmetic� To evaluate its expressive power� we �rst con�
sider PFOL��n� the PFOL queries that compute �nite out�
puts upon �nite inputs� In order to study this fragment of
PFOL� we also de�ne a syntactical language� called SPFOL�
which is safe with respect to queries from �nite inputs to
�nite outputs� We show that SPFOL has the same expres�
sive power as SafeEuQl ����� whence all ruler�and�compass
constructions in the plane on �nite sets of points can be
expressed in SPFOL� This result gives a geometrical justi��
cation of SPFOL� and highlights the richness of PFOL��n�
Then� we de�ne �nite representations for arbitrary semi�
linear sets and show that there are PFOL programs for both
the encoding and the decoding� This result is used 	i
 to
identify a broad� natural class of linear queries expressible
in PFOL� highlighting the richness of general PFOL� and
	ii
 to establish a general theorem about lifting query lan�
guages on �nite databases to query languages on arbitrary
linear databases� This theorem is applied to a recent result
of Benedikt and Libkin ��� from �nite to arbitrary semi�
linear sets� yielding the existence of a natural� syntactically
de�nable fragment of FO� poly sound and complete for all
FO � poly�expressible linear queries�

� Introduction

Following the seminal work by Kanellakis� Kuper� and
Revesz ���� on constraint query languages with polynomial
constraints� various researchers have introduced geometric
database models and query languages within this frame�
work ��� ���� We adopt the formalism of ����� which we
shall call the polynomial spatial database model� in which
both geometric objects and queries are expressed using poly�
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nomial inequalities� Geometric objects described by poly�
nomial inequalities are called semi�algebraic sets� and the
query language using polynomial inequalities is referred to
as FO � poly�

Several authors ��� � �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� discussed
linear spatial database models which can be seen as linear
restrictions of the polynomial database model� These lin�
ear models su�ce for the majority of applications encoun�
tered in GIS� geometric modeling� and spatial and temporal
databases ���� ���� Geometric objects described by linear
inequalities are called semi�linear sets� and the restriction
of FO � poly using only linear inequalities is referred to as
FO� linear�

Unfortunately� not all linear queries 	i�e�� mappings be�
tween spatial databases describable in the linear model
 ex�
pressible in FO � poly can be described in FO � linear ���
The present authors showed that� in fact� a whole class of
rather straightforward linear queries� among which comput�
ing convex hull and deciding colinearity� are not expressible
in FO � linear ����� Several attempts have been made to
enrich the expressive power of FO � linear� but this turns
out to be a di�cult task� Afrati et al� �� and the present au�
thors ���� showed that naive extensions of FO�linear easily
cease to remain sound with respect to the linear queries� and
yield a language equivalent in expressive power to FO�poly�
Sound ways to extend FO�linear have been proposed 	e�g��
��� ���
� but the geometric signi�cance of these extensions is
not always clear�

This objection also holds for FO�linear itself� which is a
second reason why FO� linear is not such a desirable linear
query language� unlike for FO� poly� no geometric charac�
terization of FO�linear is known� This observation has lead
some authors to consider point�based linear languages �����

In this paper� we try to obtain a geometrically mean�
ingful� but still coordinate�based� extension of FO � linear�
We relax the condition that FO� linear formulae may only
contain linear inequalities by introducing a second sort of
variables� the so�called product variables� These product
variables must be quanti�ed and are allowed to range over
a �nite set of numbers only� In formulae� product variables
may occur in multiplications with other product variables
or with ordinary real variables� The language thus obtained
will be called PFOL�

To justify that PFOL is geometrically meaningful� we
�rst consider PFOL��n� the PFOL queries that compute ��
nite outputs upon �nite inputs� Since PFOL��n is semanti�
cally de�ned� we also propose a syntactical language� called
SPFOL� which is safe with respect to queries from �nite in�
puts to �nite outputs� We show that SPFOL has the same



expressive power as SafeEuQl ����� a language which cap�
tures the notion of ruler�and�compass constructions on ��
nite sets of points in the plane� This result not only gives a
geometrical justi�cation of SPFOL� but also highlights the
richness of PFOL��n�

To lift our results to more general linear queries� we pro�
pose a technique to encode an arbitrary semi�linear set into
a �nite database� called its �nite representation� as well as
a decoding technique to restore the original semi�linear sets�
We show that both encoding and decoding can be expressed
in PFOL� This result yields a �lifting theorem� which guar�
antees that a sensible query language on arbitrary semi�
linear databases can be obtained by de�ning a sensible query
language from �nite inputs to �nite outputs� and letting this
language operate on �nite representations�

The results described in the previous paragraph are used
in two ways in this paper�

First� we argue that natural linear queries are 	i
 FO �
poly�expressible and 	ii
 satisfy the condition that the �nite
representation of the output can somehow be �constructed�
from the �nite representation of the input� We formalize
this intuition by de�ning a linear query to be constructible

if the corresponding query between the �nite representations
is FO�poly�expressible� and if a �nite superset of the active
domain of the �nite representation of the output can be com�
puted from the �nite representation of the input in SPFOL
	or� equivalently� in SafeEuQl
� To some extent� the second
condition for constructibility can be seen as an extension of
the notion of domain preservation in the relational model
to the linear spatial database model� The constructible lin�
ear queries are a vast class of FO � poly�expressible linear
queries� in particular� they include all Boolean queries� as
well as� for example� the convex�hull query� We show that
all constructible queries can be expressed in PFOL�

Second� we apply the �lifting theorem� to recent results
of Benedikt and Libkin ���� which the authors kindly commu�
nicated to us� Benedikt and Libkin exhibit a syntactically
de�nable fragment of FO � poly which is sound and com�
plete for the FO�poly�expressible queries from �nite inputs
to �nite outputs� which they claim to be natural� From this�
it follows there exists a query language which is sound and
complete for the FO � poly�expressible linear queries� and
which is perhaps more natural than the one proposed in ����
It should be noted that the latter languages was proposed
precisely to encourage the search for more natural query
languages which are sound and complete for the FO�poly�
expressible linear queries�

We conclude by pointing out some directions for future
research�

� Preliminaries

��� The polynomial and linear spatial database models

We �rst review the polynomial model ���� ���� The polyno�
mial model is described using the �rst�order language of the
ordered �eld of the real numbers 	R������� �� �
� i�e�� the
language 	������ �� �
� Every real formula �	x�� � � � � xn

with free real variables among x�� � � � � xn de�nes a geomet�
rical �gure f	x�� � � � � xn
 j �	x�� � � � � xn
g in n�dimensional
Euclidean spaceRn� Point�sets de�ned in this way are called
semi�algebraic sets�

A spatial database scheme S is a �nite set of relation
names� Each relation name R has a �xed arity associated
to it� corresponding with the dimension of the Euclidean
space containing the semi�algebraic sets that will be the in�

stantiation of R�� A database scheme has type �n�� � � � � nk �
if the scheme consists of relation names� say R�� � � � �Rk� re�
spectively of arity n�� � � � � nk�

A syntactic spatial database instance is a mapping I as�
signing to each relation name R of a database scheme S a
syntactic spatial relation I	R
 of the same type� A syntac�

tic spatial relation of arity n is a real formula �	x�� � � � � xn
�
with n free variables� The semantics of a syntactic database
instance I over a database scheme S is the mapping I as�
signing to each relation name R in S the semantic spatial
relation I	I	R

� which is the semi�algebraic set de�ned by
the syntactic spatial relation I	R
�

In the polynomial model� we consider a query of signa�
ture �n�� � � � � nk�� �n� to be a mapping from instances of a
spatial database scheme of type �n�� � � � � nk� to instances of
a spatial database scheme of type �n� that can be regarded
in a consistent way both at the syntactic and semantic level�
and is computable at the syntactic level�

In this context� we de�ne FO � poly as the query lan�
guage obtained by adding to the language of real formulae
atomic formulae of the form R	x�� � � � � xn
� with x�� � � � � xn
real variables and R a relation name of arity n� A query
of signature �n�� � � � � nk � � �n� is de�nable in FO � poly if
there exists an FO � poly formula � with n free real vari�
ables such that� for every input database instance of signa�
ture �n�� � � � � nk�� f	x�� � � � � xn
 j �	x�� � � � � xn
g evaluates to
the corresponding output database� which is of type �n��

From the polynomial model� a linear spatial database
model can be obtained by only considering real formulae
containing linear polynomials� The corresponding restric�
tions of semi�algebraic sets� spatial databases� queries� and
the language FO � poly are called semi�linear sets� linear
spatial databases� linear queries� and FO � linear� respec�
tively� We allow the coe�cients of the linear polynomials
involved to be arbitrary real algebraic numbers 	the max�
imalistic approach in ���
� In this way� all semi�algebraic
polytopes� are semi�linear�

Queries of signature �n�� � � � � nk�� ��� are called Boolean
queries� because the sets f	
g and fg can be seen as encoding
the truth values true and false� respectively� Since both
these sets are semi�linear� every Boolean query induces a
linear query� when restricted to linear inputs�

We conclude this overview by mentioning that linear
topological queries� such as taking the closure� the interior�
or the boundary� are expressible in FO� linear �����

Where necessary� or where useful for the purpose of ab�
breviation� we use vector notation to denote points� Equal�
ities or inequalities between vectors must be interpreted
coordinate�wise�

��� Structural properties of semi�linear sets

We also need some notions and results introduced and dis�
cussed in earlier work of the present authors with Dumor�
tier ���� which we recall here in a more informal style�

Given a semi�linear set S of Rn� we say that a point
�p of S is a regular point if there exists a su�ciently small
neighborhood V of �p such that S �V and the a�ne support
of S�V coincide within V � If� moreover� S�V has the same
dimension as S� then �p is called a regular point of maximal

dimension of S�

�In general� spatial databases can also contain a non�spatial part�
In this paper� we are not concerned with this non�spatial part� and�
therefore� do not include it to simplify the presentation�

�A polytope is the convex closure of a 
nite set of points�



Example ��� Consider the semi�linear set

S � f	x� y� z
 j 	� � x � � � � � y � � � � � z � �
 �
	� � x � � � y � � � z � �
 �
	x � � � y � � � z � �
g

in three�dimensional space� shown in Figure �� which con�
sists of a closed �lled cube with a closed line segment at�
tached to it at the point 	�� �� �
 and an isolated point�

Figure �� The semi�linear set of Example ���

The regular points of S are the points of the open cube�
the points of the open line segment� and the isolated point�
The regular points of maximal dimension of S are only the
points of the open cube� �

We recall that the set of the regular points of maximal
dimension Reg	S
 of a semi�linear set S is again semi�linear�
and that the corresponding linear query can be expressed in
FO � linear�

From a semi�linear set S� several special point�sets can
be computed� as follows� If S is not a discrete set of points�
we compute Reg	S
� Then� we consider S � Reg	S
� the

complement of Reg	S
 with respect to S� and S � Reg	S
�
the complement of Reg	S
 with respect to S� the topologi�
cal closure of S� Notice that both sets� which can be com�
puted in FO� linear� have strictly lower dimension than S�
We repeat the produce on both sets independently� In this
way� we obtain zero�� one�� two�� three��� � � up to at most n�
dimensional point�sets� We are particularly interested in the
zero�dimensional point�sets� which are called special points�

By construction� the linear query computing the set of
special points of a semi�linear set is expressible in FO �
linear�

Example ��� Consider again the semi�linear set S of Ex�
ample ��� displayed in Figure �� Then S � Reg	S
 and
S�Reg	S
 coincide and consist of the faces of the cube� the
closed line segment attached to it� and the isolated point�
which constitute a two�dimensional semi�linear set� say T �
We see that Reg	T 
 consists of the open faces of the cube�
Again� T �Reg	T 
 and T �Reg	T 
 coincide� They consist of
the edges of the cube� the closed line segment attached to it�
and the isolated point� which constitute a one�dimensional
semi�linear set� say U � We see that Reg	U
 consists of the
open edges of the cube� and the open line segment attached
to it� Once more� U�Reg	T 
 and U�Reg	T 
 coincide� They
consist of the corner points of the cube� the end points of
the line segment attached to it� and the isolated point� which
constitutes a discrete set of points� This set of �� points is
the set of special points of S� �

It must be noted that� in general� the special points of a
semi�linear set S need not belong to S 	although� of course�

they always belong to the topological closure S of S
� Also�
the sets S�Reg	S
 and S �Reg	S
 do not always coincide�
as was the case in Example �� In general� both sets must
be considered to ensure that no special points are missed�

To highlight the signi�cance of the special points� we
need to make the following observation� It has been
shown ��� that� if the a�ne supports of all the special point�
sets of a semi�linear set� including the special points them�
selves� are described as intersections of 	n� �
�dimensional
hyperplanes� � then S is a �nite union of cells of the partition
of n�dimensional space induced by all these hyperplanes�

In the case of a bounded semi�linear set S� all these spe�
cial point�sets 	whence their a�ne supports
 are supported
by special points� Hence� if we restrict the partition meant
in the previous paragraph to the a�ne support of S� say A�
we can obtain this partition by considering hyperplanes of
the a�ne space A which are supported by special points�
We illustrate this on an example�

Example ��� Consider the semi�linear set

S � f	x� y
 j 	�x� y �  � y � � � x� y � ��
 �
�	x � � � y �  � x � y
 �
�	� � y � � � x � �
g

in the plane� shown in Figure � which consists of an open
triangle� out of which a closed triangle and a closed line
segment have been cut�

Figure � The semi�linear set of Example ���

It can easily be seen that there are � special points�
namely the corner points of the two triangles involved� and
the missing point on the base of the outer triangle� Without
elaborating� we mention that there are � one�dimensional
special point�sets� namely the open line segments in which
the special points divide the boundary of S� The a�ne sup�
port of S is the plane itself� so hyperplanes are lines� Hence�
to obtain the partition meant above� we must certainly con�
sider the � lines supporting the � special line segments� Since
these lines can also be used to determine the special points�
they su�ce� Figure � shows these � lines 	the dots indicating
the boundary of S
� Coordinate axes are hidden for clarity�

These lines� together with the open half�planes they de�
�ne� induce a partition of the entire plain� consisting of �
points� �� open line segments or half�lines� and � open re�
gions� In Figure �� these regions have been identi�ed by
numbers� Notice that S is indeed the �nite union of cells
of this partition� namely the open regions ��� ��� ��� ���
��� and ��� all of which are �lled polygons� and the open
intervals separating them� �

�Mathematically� n�dimensional space itself can be obtained as the
intersection of the empty family of �n� 	��dimensional hyperplanes�
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Figure �� The lines needed to describe the a�ne supports
of the special point�sets of the semi�linear set Example ���
shown in Figure � The numbers indicate the open regions
in the induced partition�

An unbounded semi�linear set S in n�dimensional space
is still a �nite union of cells of the partition of n�dimensional
space induced by any �nite collection of 	n��
�dimensional
hyperplanes for which all special point�sets of S can be de�
scribed as an intersection of some of those hyperplanes� Un�
fortunately� such a collection of hyperplanes can in general
no longer be obtained from the special points of S alone�

Example ��� Consider the semi�linear set S � f	x� y
 j
� � y � xg in the two�dimensional plane� shown as the
closed angular sector in Figure � 	coordinate axes are hidden
for clarity
�

Figure �� The semi�linear set of Example ���

The one�dimensional special point�sets of S are the two
open half�lines on the boundary of S� The only special point
of S is the angular point� which is marked in Figure �� The
partition induced by the a�ne supports of the two open
half�lines 	these lines form the required set of hyperplanes
in the plane
 consists of � open angular sectors 	one of which
is S
� � open half lines� and the angular point� Obviously�
the � lines de�ning this partition cannot be obtained from
the angular point alone� �

To solve the problem sketched above� the concept of
bounding box was introduced in ���� A bounding box of a
semi�linear set S in n�dimensional space is an open hyper�
cube C 	for practical purpose usually centered around the

origin �� of Rn
� of which the length of the edges is a real
algebraic number� such that each special point�set of S has
a non�empty intersection with C� In particular� a bounding
box of a semi�linear set contains all its special points� In the
full version of ���� we exhibit an FO�linear�expressible linear
query which returns a bounding box for a given semi�linear
set� Given a semi�linear set S� this query �rst computes

the special points of each of the n intersections of S with
one of the hyperquadrants of Rn� and then �nds an open
hypercube centered around the origin of the coordinate sys�
tem containing all these points� Once a bounding box C is
found for a semi�linear set S of Rn� the desired partition can
be obtained from the special points of S �C� as this latter
semi�linear set is bounded�

Example ��� Consider again the semi�linear set S of Ex�
ample ��� displayed in Figure �� Figure � shows a bounding
box C for S�

Figure �� A bounding box for the semi�linear set of Exam�
ple ��� shown in Figure ���

Notice that S � C is a triangle� and that the special
points of S �C are the corner points of this triangle� which
are marked in Figure �� Notice that the two lines de�n�
ing the partition of the two�dimensional plane described in
Example �� are supported by the special points of S�C� �

� The languages PFOL� PFOL��n� and SPFOL

First� we present PFOL� the query language around which
this paper revolves� The main idea behind the introduction
of this language is to augment FO � linear with a limited
amount of multiplicative power� as is needed� for instance� to
express colinearity or to compute convex hull or distances�
without sacri�cing the soundness of the language with re�
spect to the class of linear queries� We show that PFOL is in�
deed sound with respect to the class of FO�poly�expressible
linear queries� and illustrate its expressive power with some
examples�

Second� in order get to get a better understanding of the
properties of PFOL� we consider two restricted versions of
PFOL in which queries return �nite outputs upon �nite in�
puts� We de�ne PFOL��n to consist of the PFOL queries
that compute �nite outputs upon �nite inputs� Since PFOL�
�n is semantically de�ned� we also propose a syntactical lan�
guage� called SPFOL� which is safe with respect to queries
from �nite inputs to �nite outputs�

��� The language PFOL

In order to de�ne PFOL queries� we �rst need to de�ne
FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formulae� where D�� � � � �Dk

are so�called domain symbols denoting �nite sets� For this
purpose� we assume two sorts of variables� called real vari�

ables and product variables� We shall use x� y� z� � � �� possibly
subscripted� to denote real variables� and p� q� r� � � �� possibly
subscripted� to denote product variables� Finally� we shall
use the symbol t� possibly subscripted� to denote a variable
that can either be a real variable or a product variable�

De�nition ��� Let D�� � � � � Dk be domain symbols� An
FO� linear �P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula is built using the con�
nectives � and � and the quanti�ers 		x
� with x a real vari�
able� and 		p 
 Di
� with p a product variable and � � i � k�
from the following atomic formulae�



� R	t�� � � � � tn
� with R a predicate symbol of type �n�
and t�� � � � � tn real variables or product variables�

� Pn

i��
aiti � a with a�� � � � � an� and a real algebraic

numbers� t�� � � � � tn real variables or product variables�
and � 
 f�� ����������g�

� t� � pt�� with t� and t� real variables or product vari�
ables and p a product variable� and

� t �
p
p with t a real variable or a product variable and

p a product variable�

Furthermore� in an FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula�
each product variable must be bound by an appropriate
quanti�er�

In the context of sets of real numbers as interpretations
for D�� � � � � Dk and a linear spatial database containing in�
terpretations for the relevant predicate symbols� the seman�
tics of an FO�linear�P	D�� � � � � Dk
 formula is the obvious
one� �

Notice that� for k � �� the above de�nition reduces to
the de�nition of an FO� linear formula�

We now state an important soundness property of an
FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula�

Proposition ��� Let D�� � � � �Dk be domain symbols and let

�	x�� � � � � xn
 be an FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula
with free variables x�� � � � � xn� If D�� � � � �Dk are interpreted

as �nite sets of real algebraic numbers� then f	x�� � � � � xn
 j
�	x�� � � � � xn
g is interpreted as a semi�linear set�

Proof� Let� for i � �� � � � � k� the interpretation of Di be
the �nite set of real algebraic numbers fci�� � � � � cimi

g� We
consecutively eliminate product variables in � by replacing
formulae of the form 		p 
 Di
� by �	ci��p
�� � ���	cimi

�p

	or false� if Di is interpreted as the empty set
� Hence� if
�� is the result of all the substitutions� then f	x�� � � � � xn
 j
�	x�� � � � � xn
g � f	x�� � � � � xn
 j �	x�� � � � � xn
g� Since the
latter set is expressed as the result of an FO� linear query
on a linear spatial database� it is semi�linear� �

Using De�nition ���� we now de�ne the language PFOL�

De�nition ��� A PFOL program is of the form

D�  ��	x
� � � � �Dk  �k	x
�
f	x�� � � � � xn
 j �	x�� � � � � xn
g�

with D�� � � � �Dk domain symbols� for i � �� � � � � k� �i an
FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Di��
 formula� and �	x�� � � � � xn

an FO � linear � P	D�� � � � � Dk
 formula�

The semantics of a PFOL program is as follows� First�
D�� � � � �Dk are consecutively interpreted as �nite sets of real
algebraic numbers� In this process� Di is interpreted as the
set fx j �i	x
g if this set is �nite� and as the empty set
otherwise���� Next� the set f	x�� � � � � xn
 j �	x�� � � � � xn
g is
interpreted in the obvious way� �

From Proposition ��� the following is immediate�

Theorem ��� The language PFOL is sound with respect to
the FO� poly�expressible linear queries�

�For a semi�linear set S� 
niteness is equivalent to discreteness ���
which can be decided in FO � linear by the formula ���x��������� ��
�� � S��x�� ����y��S��y� � ���x � �y� � �x� �� � �y � �x � �����

�By Proposition ���� the set fx j �i�x�g is semi�linear� If� in addi�
tion� it is 
nite� it must therefore consist of real algebraic numbers�

In other words� the limited multiplicative power that has
been added to FO � linear did not destroy the soundness
of the language with respect to linearity� To illustrate the
gain in expressive power entailed by this limited addition of
multiplicative power� we give examples of PFOL programs
for queries known to be inexpressible in FO � linear �����

In order to write down PFOL programs concisely� we �rst
remark that the syntax of an FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk

formula may be relaxed without increasing the expressive
power of PFOL� In particular� on can allow atomic formulae
of the form

nX

i��

Pi	p�� � � � � pm
ti � a�

with P�� � � � � Pn polynomials with real algebraic coe�cients
overm variables� p�� � � � � pm product variables� t�� � � � � tn real
variables or product variables� and a a real algebraic num�
ber� Similarly� we may allow atomic formulae of the form

t �
p
P 	p�� � � � � pm
�

with t a real variable or a product variable� P a polynomial
with real algebraic coe�cients� and p�� � � � � pm product vari�
ables� Finally� we can also allow disjunction and subformula
of the form 	�p 
 D
� as abbreviation of �		p 
 D
���

In the following examples� the binary predicate symbol
R represents a semi�linear set in the two�dimensional plane�

Example ��� The PFOL program

D�  		y
	R	x� y
 �R	y� x

�
f	
 j 	�p 
 D�
	p �� p
 �

		px 
 D�
		py 
 D�
		qx 
 D�
		qy 
 D�

	�rx 
 D�
	�ry 
 D�
	R	rx� ry
 �
			
	rx � px	� qx � qx	 � ry � py	� qy � qy	

g

decides whether the points stored in R are colinear� if R is
�nite� and returns false otherwise� �

Example ��� The PFOL program

D�  		y
	R	x� y
 �R	y� x

�
f	x� y
 j 		px 
 D�
		py 
 D�
		qx 
 D�
		qy 
 D�


		rx 
 D�
		ry 
 D�
			�
			�
			�

	R	px� py
 �R	qx� qy
 �R	rx� ry
 �
	� � � � 	� � � � 	� � � �
	� � 	� � 	� � � � x � px	� � qx	� � rx	� �
y � py	� � qy	� � ry	�
g

computes the convex hull of the points stored in R� if R is
�nite� and the empty set otherwise�

The modi�cation of the above PFOL program obtained
by removing the conditions 	� � �� 	� � �� and 	� � �
computes the a�ne support of the points stored in R� if R
is �nite� and the empty set otherwise� �

Example ��� The PFOL program

D�  		y
	R	x� y
 �R	y� x

�
f	x
 j 		px 
 D�
		py 
 D�
		qx 
 D�
		qy 
 D�


	R	px� py
 �R	qx� qy
 �
x �
p
	px � qx
� � 	py � qy
�
g

computes the set of all distances between pairs of points
stored in R� if R is �nite� and the empty set otherwise� �



One can also write PFOL programs deciding whether
the points of an arbitrary semi�linear set of Rn are colin�
ear� or computing the convex hull or the a�ne support of
such a set� However� we shall not exhibit such programs�
as their existence�as well as the way in which they can
be obtained�will follow from Theorem ��� and its proof�
further on in this paper�

��� The language PFOL��n

De�nition ��	 A PFOL��n program is a PFOL program
which returns �nite outputs upon �nite inputs� �

Example ��
 The PFOL programs in Examples ��� and ���
are examples of PFOL��n programs� �

��� The language SPFOL

Clearly� the language PFOL��n is de�ned semantically�
Therefore� we de�ne syntactically a version of PFOL� called
SPFOL� which is �safe� with respect to �nite databases�

De�nition ���� Let D�� � � � �Dk be domain symbols� An
atomic partial safe FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula is
one of the following�

� true�

� adom	t
� with t a real variable or a product variable�

� R	t�� � � � � tn
� with R a predicate symbol of type �n�
and t�� � � � � tn real variables or product variables�

� Q�	p�� � � � � pm
x � Q�	p�� � � � � pm
� with p�� � � � � pm
product variables� x a real variable� and Q� and Q�

expressions built from the product variables p�� � � � � pm
and the rational numbers� using addition� multiplica�
tion� and square rooting� or

� Q	p�� � � � � pm
 � �� with p�� � � � � pm product variables
and Q an expression built from the product variables
p�� � � � � pm and the rational numbers� using addition�
multiplication� and square rooting�

A partial safe FO� linear �P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula is one of
the following�

� an atomic partial safe FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk

formula�

� �	x�� � � � � xn� p�� � � � � pm
 � �	x�� � � � � xn� p�� � � � � pm
�
with � and � partial safe FO� linear �P	D�� � � � �Dk

formulae with the same free variables�

� �	x�� � � � � xn� p�� � � � � pm
 � �	y�� � � � � yr� q�� � � � � ql
�
with � and � partial safe FO� linear �P	D�� � � � �Dk

formulae�

� �	x�� � � � � xn� p�� � � � � pm
 � ��	y�� � � � � yr� q�� � � � � ql
�
with � and � partial safe FO� linear �P	D�� � � � �Dk

formulae� fy�� � � � � yrg � fx�� � � � � xng� and fq�� � � � � qlg
� fp�� � � � � pmg� or

� 		pi 
 Dj
�	x�� � � � � xn� p�� � � � � pm
� with � a partial
safe FO� linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula� � � i � m�
and � � j � k�

A safe FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula is a partial
safe FO � linear � P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula in which each
product variable is bound by an existential quanti�er� In
the context of sets of real numbers as interpretations for
D�� � � � �Dk and a linear spatial database containing inter�

pretations for the relevant predicate symbols� the semantics
of a safe FO� linear�P	D�� � � � �Dk
 formula is the obvious
one� provided adom is interpreted as the active domain of
the input database�

The syntax and semantics of an SPFOL program are the
same as the syntax and semantics of an arbitrary PFOL
program� except that only safe formulae are allowed� �

Example ���� The PFOL program in Example ��� is ac�
tually an SPFOL program� provided D is de�ned using the
active�domain atom� �

The observations in Example ���� generalize as follows�

Proposition ���� �� Linear queries expressible in SP�
FOL are also expressible in PFOL�

�� SPFOL queries return �nite outputs upon �nite inputs�

The �rst statement is obvious� whereas the second state�
ment can be proved by structural induction� but is also a
corollary to Theorem ��� in the following section�

It remains an open question whether all PFOL��n queries
can be expressed in SPFOL� However� it can be deduced
from a result of Benedikt and Libkin ��� �� that all Boolean
PFOL��n queries can be expressed in SPFOL� The reader is
invited to translate the PFOL program in Example ��� into
an SPFOL program�

� Expressiveness of SPFOL

Although SPFOL is a coordinate�based language� we claim
that it is nevertheless geometrically meaningful� To sub�
stantiate this claim� we prove that SPFOL has the same
expressive power as SafeEuQl ���� for queries in the two�
dimensional plane� Indeed� SafeEuQl has been devised to
capture precisely the ruler�and�compass constructions on
�nite sets of points in the two�dimension plane which re�
turn �nite sets of points� We take the liberty of rede�ning
SafeEuQl here� so that the de�nition may better accommo�
date proofs by structural induction�

We assume the existence of constants ��� �e�� and �e��
which represent the origin of the canonical coordinate sys�
tem and both unit coordinate vectors� Variables� denoted as
�p� �q� �r� � � �� and possibly subscripted� represent points rather
than coordinates� Predicates� denoted as �R	�p�� � � � � �pm
� and
possibly subscripted� represent relations consisting of m�ary
tuples of points�

De�nition ��� The SafeEuQl formulae are the smallest col�
lection of formulae closed under the following rules�

� true is a safe formula�

� �R	�p�� � � � � �pm
 is a safe formula�

� if �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 is a safe formula� and if f�q�� � � � � �q�g �
f�p�� � � � � �pmg� and if �r is an arbitrary variable� then

� �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � �r � ���

� �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � �r � �e��

� �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � �r � �e��

� �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � �r � �q��

� �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � specpred	�r� �q�� � � � � �q�
�
where specpred stands for one of the special predi�

cates considered in ����� are safe formulae�



� if �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 and �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 are safe formulae�
then �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 is a safe formula�

� if �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 and �	�q�� � � � � �qk
 are safe formulae�
then �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 � �	�q�� � � � � �qk
 is a safe formula�

� if �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 and �	�q�� � � � � �qk
 are safe formulae for
which f�q�� � � � � �qkg � f�p�� � � � � �pmg� then �	�p�� � � � � �pm
�
��	�q�� � � � � �qm
 is a safe formula� and

� if �	�p�� � � � � �pm
 is a safe formula� and � � i � m� then
		�pi
�	�p�� � � � � �pm
 is a safe formula�

The semantics of a SafeEuQl formulae is the obvious one�
provided the special predicates are interpreted as in �����

A SafeEuQl query is of the form

f	�p�� � � � � �pm
 j �	�p�� � � � � �pm
g�
and has the usual semantics� �

Example ��� To illustrate De�nition ���� we give an ex�
ample of a SafeEuQl query involving the special predicate
llcrossing	�r� �q�� � � � � �q�
�

� which evaluates to true if �r is
the intersection point of the lines de�ned by �q� and �q�� re�
spectively� �q� and �q��

�

Let R be a �nite set of points in the two�dimensional
plane� The SafeEuQl query

f	�x
 j 		�p
		�q
		�r
		�s
	R	�p
 � R	�q
 �R	�r
 �R	�s
 �
llcrossing	�x� �p� �q� �r� �s
g

is a SafeEuQl query computing the intersection points of all
pairs of di�erent non�parallel lines supported by points of
R� �

For a comparison between SPFOL with SafeEuQl to make
sense� we must realize that SPFOL works with variables rep�
resenting real numbers� whereas SafeEuQl works with vari�
ables representing points in the two�dimensional plane� We
shall� therefore� only consider SPFOL programs in which all
relation predicates involved� as well as the output� have even
arity� This assumption allows us to interpret consecutive
variables in a relational predicate� or in the output format�
as coordinates of a point in the two�dimensional plane� Tak�
ing this observation into account� we now come to the main
result of this section�

Theorem ��� The languages SPFOL and SafeEuQl are

equivalent in expressive power�

Proof� 	Sketch�
 From SafeEuQl to SPFOL� First� we ob�
serve that for each free point variable in a SafeEuQl formula�
only a �nite number of points can be substituted to satisfy
the formula� Hence� all point variables in a SafeEuQl query
can be translated into pairs of product variables� provided
that� upon completing the translation of the SafeEuQl for�
mula into an SPFOL program� conjuncts of the form x � p�
with x a real variable and p a product variable� are added to
produce the output� The actual translation goes by struc�
tural induction� in which both the domains needed to quan�
tify product variables and the subformulae under consider�
ation are translated simultaneously� The basis of the in�
duction is the active domain for the computation of the do�
mains� and the obvious translation of relation predicates for
the formulae�

�Dummy variables have been omitted�
�If �q� equals �q�� or �q� equals �q� � then the predicate evaluates to

false�

From SPFOL to SafeEuQl � To simplify the translation�
we can again bring free variables to the outer level of the
formulae involved by adding conjuncts of the form x � p�
with x a real variable and p a product variable� The trans�
lation requires a double� nested structural induction� at
the outer level� the induction goes on the structure of the
SPFOL program� and� at the inner level� the induction goes
on the structure of the constituting safe formulae� To do
the translation� we observe that� in the SafeEuQl query to
be constructed� the point variables that occur in input re�
lational predicates correspond to pairs of product variables
in the input relational predicates of the given SPFOL pro�
gram� However� it is much easier to represent a product
variable p by a point variable �p corresponding to the point
	p� �
� This transition is possible in SafeEuQl� as the points
�p � 	p� �
 and �q � 	q� �
 can be constructed from the point
�r � 	p� q
 with ruler and compass� This technique can be
used to compute the representation of the active domain
from the input relations� To obtain the output point vari�
ables of the SafeEuQl program� which correspond to pairs
of output variables of the SPFOL program� the reverse con�
struction is required� which can also be done with ruler and
compass� For the actual translation� we observe that there
are ruler�and�compass constructions for addition� subtrac�
tion� multiplication� division� and square rooting� To make
sure that� during the computation� point variables are ap�
propriately bound to input relations through successive con�
structions� we can add� for each range�restricted existential
quanti�er� a conjunct stating that the quanti�ed variable
belongs to the domain under consideration� �

� Finite representations of arbitrary semi�linear sets

A way to lift query languages de�ned on �nite databases
to query languages de�ned on more general databases is by
exhibiting a �nite representation for the latter� together with
encoding and decoding algorithms� This idea has also been
considered by Kuijpers et al� ����� in the context of SafeEuQl�
and by Benedikt and Libkin� on a more abstract level�

In this paper� we exhibit a �nite representation for arbi�
trary linear databases� together with encoding and decod�
ing algorithms that are expressible in PFOL� The techniques
used are derived from the properties of semi�linear sets de�
scribed in Section �� Rather than de�ning the notion of
�nite representation �rst� we de�ne it as the result of the
encoding algorithm� For clarity� we �rst consider the case
where the linear database consists of bounded semi�linear
sets� and then say which modi�cations are required if un�
bounded semi�linear sets occur� We also discuss the rami��
cations of our result�

��� The bounded case

Let S be a bounded semi�linear set of Rn� We describe the
encoding� First� we compute the set of special points T of
S� which can be done in FO�linear ���� Next� we determine
the a�ne support of T � which can be done in PFOL 	Exam�
ple ���
� We also determine the dimension of this a�ne sup�
port� say k � n� which can be done in FO�linear ����� Then�
consider all possible sequences �p��� � � � � �p�k � � � � � �pk�� � � � � �pkk
of k� points of T � Let� for i � �� � � � � k� Ai be the a�ne
support of �pi�� � � � � �pik � Let U consists of all points �p for
which �k

i��Ai � f�pg� Clearly� T � U � and U can be com�
puted from T in PFOL� 	Where necessary� product variables
can be introduced which range over the set of coordinates
of points in T �




Example ��� We recall that� if S is the two�dimensional
semi�linear set shown in Figure � then the set T of the spe�
cial points of S consists of the three corner points of the
outer triangle� the three corner points of the inner triangle�
and the special point on the base of the outer triangle� �
points in total� All � lines shown in Figure � connect points
of T S� so the � points they generate 	including the � points
of T 
 all belong to U � The set U � however� contains many
more points� For instance� two additional points are ob�
tained by intersecting the line connecting the tops of both
triangles with the two horizontal lines in Figure �� �

Next� we compute �nite relations R�� � � � �Rn��� where�
for i � �� � � � � n � �� Ri has arity i � n� The relation R�

consists of all points of U contained in S� the relation R�

consists of all pairs of di�erent points of U such that the open
interval between those points is contained in S� the relation
R� consists of all triples of non�colinear points of U such that
the open triangle of which these points are the corners is con�
tained in S� � � � � in general� the relation Ri consists of all i�
tuples of non�co�	i��
�dimensional points of U such that the
open	 convex hull of these points is contained in S� Notice
that� necessarily� Rk��� � � � �Rn�� are empty� Since product
variables can be used to represent the points of the �nite
relation U � and since the convex hull of a �nite set of points
can be computed in PFOL 	Example ���
� we conclude that
the entire query of type �n� � �n� n� � � � � 	n � �
n� which�
given a semi�linear set S as input� returns the linear spatial
database consisting of the �nite relations R�� � � � �Rn�� as
output� can be computed in PFOL� The output database is
the �nite representation of S�

We consider the following property to be the key prop�
erty of a �nite representation�

Proposition ��� Let S be a bounded semi�linear set and let
R�� � � � �Rn�� be a �nite representation of S� Then

S �

n���

i��

�


�p�������pi��Ri

CH	�p�� � � � � �pi
�

where CH	�p�� � � � � �pi
 is the the open convex hull of �p�� � � � � �pi�

Proof� 	Sketch�
 The inclusion from right to left is triv�
ial� therefore� we concentrate on the other inclusion� From
Section �� we know that S is a �nite union of cells of
the partition of the a�ne support A of S induced by the
	k� �
�dimensional hyperplanes supported by the points of
T � By construction� the cells of this partition have their
corner points in U � Since S is bounded� S is a �nite union
of bounded cells� and since these are convex� they can be
triangulated using their corner points only� Thus� each cell
contained in S� whence S itself� is fully contained in the
left�hand side of the above equality� �

Decoding the �nite representation of a bounded semi�
linear set can be done in PFOL in the obvious way� suggested
by the formula in the statement of Proposition ���

��� The general case

Let S be a semi�linear set of Rn which may be unbounded�
If a partition of Rn such that S is a �nite union of cells must
be obtained from special points� it is necessary to introduce

	�Open� is to be understood with respect to the topology of the
a�ne support of the points under consideration� In Example ���� the
open convex hull can be obtained by requiring that ��� ��� and ��
are strictly greater than �� This technique also works in general�

a bounding box C� which can be computed in FO�linear� as
explained at the end of Section �� The methodology of the
bounded case can easily be extended� provided we can in�
corporate into the �nite representation the �corner points at
in�nity� of the unbounded cells of the partition� �Points at
in�nity� will be represented by directional vectors� Hence�
for each direction� we consider two �points at in�nity�� one
for each orientation�

Thus� we construct in PFOL from S � C the set T of
special points and the set U of ��nite� corner points� in the
same way as in the bounded case� To �nd the �corner points
at in�nity�� we compute the set V of directional vectors �s �
�	�c� �p
� where �c is a point of T on the boundary of C and
�p is an arbitrary point of T � and the open interval between
both points is fully contained in S� Using the coordinates of
the points of T as a �nite domain for restricting the range
of product variables� we can easily write a PFOL program
to compute V �

The �nite representation of S contains again �nite rela�
tions R�� � � � �Rn��� but� now� for i � �� � � � � n � �� Ri has
arity i� 	n� �
� Intuitively� we add an extra coordinate to
each point� which equals ��� for a ��nite� point� and ���
for a �point at in�nity�� i�e�� for a directional vector�

For i � �� � � � � n� �� Ri is the subset of

i�

j��

	U � f�g
j � 	V � f�g
i�j

consisting of all i�tuples

		�p�� �
� � � � � 	�pj � �
� 	�sj��� �
� � � � � 	�si� �



such that the ��nite� and �in�nite� points involved are not
co�	i � �
�dimensional and such that the open convex hull
of all these points is contained in S� We notice that a point
p is in this open convex hull if there exist 	� � �� � � � � 	j �
�� 
j�� � �� � � � � 
i � � such that 	� � � � �� 	j � � and

�p � 	��p� � � � �� 	j�pj � 
j���sj�� � � � �� 
i�si�

Since product variables can be used to represent the points
of the �nite relations U and V � we conclude that the entire
query of type �n�� �n��� 	n��
� � � � � 	n��
��� that� given
a semi�linear set S as input� returns its �nite representation
as output� can be computed in PFOL�

Example ��� Consider again the two�dimensional set S of
Example ��� shown with a bounding box C in Figure ��
For convenience� we shall assume that the angular point has
coordinates 	�� �
� while the special points on the bounding
box have coordinates 	�� �
 and 	�� ���
� respectively� The
set T consists of those points� Clearly� U � T � The set
V consists of � directional vectors� with coordinates 	�� �
�
	��� �
� 	�� ���
� 	�������
� 	�� ���
� and 	������
� respec�
tively� The �nite representation of S is as follows�

R� � f	�� �� �
� 	�� �� �
� 	�� ���� �
g�
R� � f	�� �� �� �� �� �
� 	�� �� �� �� ���� �
� 	�� �� �� �� ���� �
�

	�� �� �� �� �� �
� 	�� �� �� �� ���� �
� 	�� �� �� �� �� �
�

	�� ���� �� �� ���� �
g
R� � f	�� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���� �
� 	�� �� �� �� ���� �� �� �� �
�

	�� �� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �
� 	�� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���� �
�

	�� �� �� �� ���� �� �� �� �
� 	�� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���� �
�

	�� �� �� �� �� �� �� ���� �
� 	�� ���� �� �� �� �� �� ���� �
g�
after closing R� and R� under permutations of ��nite� points
and permutations of �in�nite points�� �



Proposition �� can immediately be generalized�

Proposition ��� Let S be an arbitrary semi�linear set and
let R�� � � � �Rn�� be a �nite representation of S� Then

S �

n���

i��

�



�p��t�������
�pi�ti���Ri

CH		�p�� t�
� � � � � 	�pi� ti

�

where� for j � �� � � � � i� tj � � or tj � � and CH	p�� � � � � pi

is the the open convex hull of 	�p�� t�
� � � � � 	�pi� ti
� where� for
j � �� � � � � i� 	�pj� tj
 is interpreted as the ��nite� point �pj �
if tj � �� and as the �in�nite� point described by the direc�
tional vector �pj � if tj � ��

Again� decoding the �nite representation of an arbitrary
semi�linear set can be done in PFOL in the obvious way�
suggested by the formula in the statement of Proposition ����

From now on� we shall understand under �nite repre�

sentation any set of relations of the right arity that satis�
�es Proposition ���� 	For these sets of relations� the decod�

ing query described above always returns the original semi�
linear set
� The particular �nite representation obtained
from the encoding query described above will be referred to
as the canonical �nite representation�

We now turn back to our motivation for considering �nite
representations� namely �lifting� query languages de�ned on
�nite databases to query languages de�ned on more general
databases�

Let Q be a query language de�ned on �nite databases�
We de�ne Lift	Q
 to be the query language de�ned on arbi�
trary linear databases consisting of all compositions of the
above PFOL encoding program� a query ofQ� and the above
PFOL decoding program� The following property is now im�
mediate�

Theorem ��� Let P be a linear query language de�ned on
arbitrary semi�linear databases that is at least as expressive

as PFOL� Let Q be a query language on �nite databases
whose expressive power is bounded by P� Then Lift	Q
 is

a query language on arbitrary databases whose expressive
power is bounded by P� If� moreover� Q is complete for

the P�expressible queries from �nite inputs to �nite outputs�
then Lift	Q
 has the same expressive power as P�

As an application of Theorem ���� we let P be the lin�
ear queries expressible in FO � poly� and Q the syntacti�
cally de�ned fragment of FO � poly exhibited by Benedikt
and Libkin ���� of which these authors show it is sound and
complete for the FO � poly�expressible queries from �nite
inputs to �nite outputs� By Theorem ���� Lift	Q
 is sound
and complete for the FO � poly�expressible linear queries�
In ���� Dumortier and the present authors also exhibited
an�admittedly� arti�cial�sound and complete query lan�
guage for the FO � poly�expressible linear queries� mainly
to motivate the search for more natural such languages� It
can be argued that Lift	Q
 is such a language�

	 The expressive power of PFOL

We are now ready to show that PFOL can express a wide
range of natural� linear FO � poly�expressible queries�

De�nition ��� A FO�poly�expressible linear query is con�
structible if there exists an SPFOL program that computes�
from the canonical �nite representation of the input� a su�
perset of the active domain of the canonical �nite represen�
tation of the output� �

We claim that the notion of a constructible linear query
is a natural notion� which� to a certain extent� can be seen
as a generalization of the notion of domain preservation
in the relational model to the context of the linear spa�
tial database model� Indeed� from the equivalence of SP�
FOL and SafeEuQl 	Theorem ���
� one can argue that con�
structibility implies that the output can be �assembled�
from �material� �constructed� from the �building blocks�
of the input� in the relational model� domain preservation
means that the output can be �assembled� from the �build�
ing blocks�� i�e�� the entries� of the input�

We give some examples of constructible queries�

Example ��� A Boolean query� restricted to linear inputs�
is always linear� The canonical representation of its out�
put is its output itself�� Hence� the active domain of the
canonical �nite representation of the output is empty� and�
in particular� contained in the active domain of the canonical
representation of the input� Thus� all FO�poly�expressible
Boolean queries are constructible� In particular� the colin�
earity query on arbitrary semi�linear sets is constructible� �

Example ��� Let S be an arbitrary semi�linear set� Clearly�
a bounding box for S is also a bounding box for both the
convex closure and the a�ne support of S� It is now easy
to see that a superset of the active domain of the canonical
�nite representation of the convex closure� respectively� the
a�ne support� of S can be computed from the canonical ��
nite representation of S� As both the convex�closure query
and the a�ne�support query on arbitrary semi�linear sets
are FO � poly�expressible� we may conclude that they are
also constructible� �

We have the following main result�

Theorem ��� All constructible queries can be computed in
PFOL�

Proof� 	Sketch�
 From the results in the previous section� it
follows that the induced query from the canonical represen�
tation of the input to the canonical representation of the out�
put is also FO�poly�expressible� From the canonical repre�
sentation of the input� we can moreover compute a��nite�
superset� say D� of the active domain of the canonical �nite
representation of the output in SPFOL� whence in PFOL�
Now consider one of the FO�poly queries� say �	x�� � � � � xn
�
required to compute the canonical �nite representation of
the output from the canonical �nite representation of the
input� From a result by Benedikt and Libkin ��� ��� it fol�
lows that there exists an equivalent formula �	x�� � � � � xn
 in
which all quanti�ed variables range over the active domain
	of the input of �
� From De�nition ���� it follows that � is
further equivalent with

		p� 
 D
 � � � 		pn 
 D
	x� � p��� � ��xn � pn��	p�� � � � � pn
�
which obviously de�nes a PFOL program� Theorem ��� now
follows immediately from Theorem ���� �

The relevance of Theorem ��� with respect to the ex�
pressive power of PFOL� is that PFOL can compute a wide
range of natural� linear queries� while remaining safe for the
FO�poly�expressible linear queries� The equivalence of SP�
FOL� which is closely related to PFOL��n� with SafeEuQl�

�Indeed� the ��dimensional relations f��g and fg can be seen as
representing the entire ��dimensional space �which is a single point�
which is therefore also a special point� or representing the empty set
�the representation of which is the empty set��



a geometrically inspired point�based language� suggests that
PFOL� while coordinate�bases just like FO � linear� is geo�
metrically much more meaningful than the former� Finally�
it must be observed that Theorem ��� implies that� should
SPFOL turn out to be equivalent to PFOL��n� PFOL would
precisely compute the constructible queries�


 Directions for future research

We conclude this paper by mentioning two directions for
future research� First� as mentioned on several earlier occa�
sions� the precise relationship between SPFOL and PFOL�
�n must be established� Second� the expressive power of
	S
PFOL can be manipulated in a �exible way� For instance�
the square�root construct� which is not needed in the PFOL
programs encoding and decoding an arbitrary semi�linear
set� could be removed� We believe that the safe language
then precisely expresses the constructions with ruler alone
on �nite sets of points in the plane� Finally� it is also possi�
ble to supplement the square�root construct with other con�
structs� By the equivalence of the present version of SPFOL
and SafeEuQl� it follows that trisection of an angle is not ex�
pressible in SPFOL� It can be shown that this query would
become expressible if a cubic�root construct is added to SP�
FOL� Clearly� the languages obtained by these and similar
manipulations deserve further study�
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